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Sowing The
Seeds For
People's Power
Isaac Makana

The masses of our people are surging forward in a tidal wave that is shaking the very roots of racist rule in our
country. Townships, factories, mines,
universities, and churches have become
flash-points of an unyielding combat
against all forms of oppression and exploitation. An evergrowing number of
our people from all walks of life continue to swell the ranks of the mass
revolutionary upsurge that is unfolding
through the length andbreadthof our country. Despite the frantic manoeuvres of
the racists as witnessed in the guise of
reforms calculated to stem the tide of
the revolution, our people continue to
challenge the very legitimacy of the racist regime. The liberating ideas of our
movement, as enshrined in the Freedom

Charter, have become that material force
that is gripping the minds of our people.
On the basis of their revolutionary experience acquired through painful and
acute struggle against national and class oppression, our people have come to
realise that there can be no power-sharing with those who have robbed us of
our wealth and our birthright. On the
basis of their consciousness, moulded
in the furnace of the day to day struggle against oppression , for better
life and freedom, our people have assimilated the eternal truth confirmed by
all revolutions that the ruling class never surrenders power voluntarily.
STATE POWER
Indeed, the tested-in-practice science
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of politics teaches that state power is the
basic question of any revolution. Ours
will not be an exception. The political
conclusion flowing from this impels the
social forces of the revolution to organise and fight for the seizure of power from the oppressors. Throughout
the various stages of our revolution the
masses have, through heroic battles,
addressed themselves to this basic question. The glorious struggles of the people of Zeerust and Pondoland in the late
fifties and early sixties remain an immortal monument of the revolutionary endeavour of our embattled people to seize
political power from the class enemj.
They liquidated organs of power of the
regime, the bantu authorities and agents
of the enemy. In their place they set up
their own democratic organs of power.
Tliese events were a fore-runner of what
was to emerge inevitably in decades to
follow. Indeed, the relentless logic of
history continues to repeat the same
pattern. In each successive stage of our

struggle it repeats it on a higher
both quantitatively and qualita

To this day, revolutionary p
continues to set in motion the bou
energies of an evergrowing numl
our people targetted at the accon
ment of this strategic goal.

WILL OF THE PEOPLE
Let us appraise the events of L
tville and Mdantsane. We must penthat experience in order to draw j
political lessons. We must single oui
basic regularities upon which w<
build in our ongoing offensive again
enemy.
— When the parasites of wealth ir
ed busfares, the people of Lamo:
and Chesterville boycotted buses,
they raised rent, the people refus
pay it until ic was suspended.
—
Enemy organs of power, its <
and traitors became main targets o
ault. Offices of the Port Natal Adi
tration Board and military vehicles

I l;i\hh;uk:('leneheil lists at Dube's funeral. The people's will prevailed.
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ittacked with petrol bombs. Enemy solliers were disarmed, and traitors like Katyile eliminated. The people forged their
i w n organisational weapons like JORAC
ind elected their own leaders such as
vlsizi Dube.
- Supporters of collaborationist organisations like Inkatha feared
t o be
associated with
those
organisations
ppenly. TTiey shed the dubious uniforms
j>f Inkatha.
r The enemy was forced t o do what
t vowed it would never do, that is
lo speak to the elected leaders of the
>eople. There was no other way open to
csulvc the crisis. The people's leaders
hammered out the demands of the massis. They demanded that the soldiers be
fxpelled from the townships, the accomplices in the murder o f Dube be uncovered
and punished. In that way and in
hat way only would peace be restored in
le I iwnships. Indeed the will o f the peole prevailed. The SADF — that merchat o l ueath was forced to leave Lamontvie and Chesterville. Moonlight Gasa was
rought to trial, found guilty of t.'.emur-
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dcr of Dube and sentenced to 12 years itn
prisonment.
— Alongside the dominating will of the
people, the morality of the people ruled supreme. Those caught up perpetrating crimes against the people, like rape, were punished promptly.
- The weight of the impact of the allround influence and leadership of the
ANC revealed itself with compelling
force despite resolute but vain efforts
on the part of the custodians of injustice to obliterate it. On the bus shelters
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and walls, slogans like — »The Boers are
Dogs», - »The ANC is Here.» - »Let
everybody rise up», stubbornly stared the oppressor in the face.
In Mdantsane the story is the same.
As the January 8th Statement of the
NEC of the ANC aptly puts it: »In
Mdantsane the people have said, »Sebe
must go! Power to the People!» Fearful of the seething anger of the people,
members of reactionary organisations
like CNIP could not hold meetings in
the townships with impunity. For Sebe
and his henchmen Mdantsane has become
a no-go area. It could not be otherwise
for Sebe's hands run red with the blood
of our people. The masses are rallying
behind their organisations, viz the
Committee of Ten, UDF, SAAVVU,
Youth Organisations, COSAS and many
others. The slogans of the ANC and
Umkhonto weSizwe have become a
clarion call that is agitating the Mdantsane people to further heroic exploits
against the Sebe butchers and their
mentors.
Our foremost task is the expansion
and strengthening of the underground.
Let no formation of our people fight
without the guidance of the underground. Our slogans must be in advance of the revolutionary initiative of
the people. The underground must display its effective presence everywhere
- in the factories, townships, rural
areas, schools, churches, etc. Our organisation as well as our propaganda
must be resolute, militant and offensive.
These are the victories of our people. These are the seedbeds of people's
power which were sown through the
hot flames of struggles against the
enemy.
REVOLUTIONARY EXPERIENCE
Lenin valued highly the revolutionary experience of the masses. Basing
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himself on the experience of the world
revolutionary movement, Lenin taught
that the education of the masses on
their own political experience is the fundamental law of the revolution. The emergence of the Soviets in Russia is an instructive and revealing manifestation of
revolutionary popular initiative. In the
words of Lenin: »Soviets were created
solely by the initiative of the people,
are a form of democracy without parallel in any other country of the world.»
(Collected Works, Vol. 26 p. 437.)
The seeds of revolutionary power appear and mature in the process of revolutionary struggle against the class enemy.
Such was the case with the emergence of
the Soviets which first appeared as shoots
of revolutionary power as early as the
1905 revolution — the dress rehearsal of
the Great October Socialist Revolution.
It is more than obvious that the
enemy is feeling, more than ever before,
the dramatic impact of the hammering
blows of our people. And there can be
no doubt about the fact that the ingredients of a revolutionary situation are
growing firm roots in our country.
On the one hand, the ruling class is
finding it increasingly difficult to rule
in the old way. It is in the throes of a
political and economic crisis. It is trying
very hard and feverishly to wriggle and
wriggle itself out of it by embarking on
such calculated but ill-fated manoeuvres
as the constitutional proposals and Nkomati accords. On the other hand, the broad sections of the people who have accepted the programme of their vanguard as
their own programme are engaged in conscious, active political struggle against the
enemy. The slogan, »Forward to a
People's Government)) has become the
slogan of the people.
The obtaining objective situation
imposes, like never before, a great
challenge on the vanguard to lead the
people to conscious, decisive action
for the liquidation of the exploiter
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class and the state machine that serves it.
ROLE OF VANGUARD
A victorious struggle for power is
impossible without winning the broader sections of the people to the side
of the vanguard. This is the fundamental
law of all revolutions. The vanguard must
be seen and felt to be always at the head
of the masses.
Our foremost task is the expansion
and strengthening of the underground.
Let no formation of our people fight
without the guidance of the
underground.Our slogans must be in advance of
the revolutionary initiative of the people.
The underground must display its effective presence everywhere — in the
factories, townships, rural areas, schools,
churches, etc. Our organisation as well as
our propaganda must be resolute, militant
and offensive. They must strive to forge
united action of our people, especially
the black working class whose concerted
efforts at unity are being assaulted by
the ruling class and their lieutenants in
the labour movement with special vehemence. The enemies of unity and those
whom they serve must he exoosed with
boldness and isolated.

One of the lessons of the great Vietnamese revolution is that the vanguard
must not hesitate to deploy its best
cadres in the front ranks of the day to
day political and military battles of the
people. Let us heed that lesson and apply
it creatively in our own conditions.

MK MUST ATTACK
One of the fundamental elements of
the strategy and tactics of our revolution
is that it is the skilful combination of the
organised political and military activity
of our people against the oppressors that

will finally toll the knell of their mortal
doom. When the objective situation has
put both, forms of revolutionary activity
on the immediate agenda, it is essential
that the vanguard should at all times
possible strike a balance between the
two. Therefore it is imperative thai MK
acts with more frequency and vigour
than before. For our army to do this,
it is vitally important that it deepens
its roots among our people. The people
must not be content with giving it shelter but cadres as well.
There is ample practical evidence
already that our people are politically and psychologically ready to discharge that mission. The slogan — ^Victory
or Death, We shall Win!» has become their battle-cry. We must always bear in
mind that the organisation of the
combat units alone is not enough. We
must be capable of arming them adequately to deliver effective blows on
the enemy.

The people of Lamontville and
Mdantsane dared face the deadly fire of
the fascist hordes with stones and petrol
bombs. Let us arm them with sophisticated weapons.

DESTROY ENEMY ORGANS
The enemy organs of power whereever they are to be found must be made to feel the united offensive of our people. They must be harassed and finally
liquidated. The enemy must find it more
and more difficult to rule over us. As the
January 8th statement of the NEC of the
ANC has pointed out: »We must select for
attack those parts of the enemy administrative system which we have the power
to destroy as a result of our united and
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determined offensive. We must hit the
enemy where it is the weakest.»
The destruction of the bantustans
remains the most urgent question facing
the movement. It is a paradox that while
the rural people are the most burdened
with the yoke of oppression, they remain
the most unorganised. We should study
the experience of places like Mgwali,
where the people have organised themselves into a Residents' Association Women's Federation and Youth Organisation to resist removal and all manifestations of oppression. Let us start with the
local headmen who are the agents of the
bantustan fraud. Let us start with the local collaborationist chiefs. The tribal and
territorial authorities, the puppet legislative assembly and the main stooges
themselves must be removed. The TDC's,
CNDC's and VDC's which are instruments
of enrichment of the puppets must be
taken over. Our wrath must be targetted also at the bantustan armies. In the
place of these we must establish bodies
of revolutionary power.
The army is the main weapon in the
hands of the ruling class for the defence
of its vital interests. We must intensify
our offensive aimed at the liquidation of
the SADF — the main instrument in the
defence of race and class tyranny. Our
approach must be multi-pronged and
must encompass political, ideological and
military assaults. Lenin taught that: »Un
less the revolution assumes a mass character and affects the troops, there can be
no question of serious struggle)). ^Collected Works. Vol. 11. p. 174)
Organisation remains the most important weapon in the hands of the oppressed and exploited classes. Let us broaden
the social base of our organisations, deepen our democratic control by ensuring
the accountability of those elected to
speak and act on our behalf so as to isolate the main enemy and his accomplices.
FORWARD TO PEOPLE'S POWER!!
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